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Good Morning Trevor,
 

Thank you for your email clarifying the details of the Cod Father application. It is understood now
that the application does not include a later opening time for the premises past 23:00 hours. I
note that the committee report will include the following:

 
3.            It should be noted that the application did not seek to apply any hours for the

premises to be open to the public. Accordingly, a licence (where granted) would
limit the operator to providing a delivery only service with no customer
collection, without the shop being open to the public and in turn no counter-
service.

 
Given the premises will only be operating a delivery service, and will have no public areas into
the licensable hours, Kent Police wish to withdraw our representations.
 
Kind Regards
 
Alistair.
 
PC 10699 Alistair Pringle
Licensing Enforcement Officer
Community Safety Unit
Ashford Police Station
Tel 01233 896354.
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